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41 Purpose of this Document
The acronym CCDB stands for the Computer Centre Data base, which has been in production
since early 1987. Very little has been formally written down about this project although many
references exist in eg. C5 1 minutes over the years. The aim of this note is to chronicle what has
been done in 13 years, how things have evolved and to provide general documentation mainly
aimed at IT staff who necessarily have to interact with the database and its interfaces. Even
though this is a long document, we have described things in great detail. Anyone who will follow
in this work will necessarily have to become much more familiar with the data structures and
interface rules. The glossary of terms (italics) should aid in the reading of this document. Names
of certain directories are mentioned in places, although the specific associated userids are not
revealed for security purposes.
1.1 Disclaimer
Many people have contributed to the project with ideas over the last 13 years and we hope that we
have acknowledged them fittingly. At least one of us freely admits to having a significantly worse
memory than when the project started. We therefore apologise in advance for any serious
omissions, errors or timing mistakes, specific details or claims to originality. We naturally took
the good ideas that existed at the time that the project was started – in particular those from the
original Wylbur execs on MVS 2 (which became Rexx 3 execs on VM/CMS 4) of Attila Koppanyi
and the information systems provided by Bernd Pollermann.
2 Introduction
2.1 Overview of CCDB
The CCDB is an Oracle based application for the storage and management of the following types
of data:
• User data that is not contained in CERN’s corporate Human Resource database;




• Resource management and related reporting facilities.
Graphical user interfaces are provided for management of the above data and is targeted at
several classes of users:
• IT managers of computing services;
1 The DD/CN/IT weekly cross-service/cross-group coordination meeting (CERN Computer Centre
Coordination Committee)
2 Multiple Virtual Storage was the first IBM mainframe O/S at CERN.
3 A popular scripting language that originated from IBM.
4 The first full screen mainframe interactive O/S from IBM
5• Experiment or divisional representatives;
• All users.
The database is closely associated with several other CERN-wide database applications, using
information from some and also providing data for others. Other applications, such as xwho 5,
phone 6 and phonebook 7, make CCDB data available to the community at large on a snapshot
basis and in a non-Oracle format.
Over time some CCDB functionality has been taken over by other products. Notable among these
was mailist , the first DD scheme for high level management of e-mail lists (and also paper
distribution lists when these were still used). These lists were managed by their owners, using a
specific CCDB interface, or by pre-defined sqlplus scripts for selection of users by divisional,
experiment or group affiliation. All lists, which were interfaced to the listserv 8 mechanism, were
automatically refreshed when any e-mail address was changed. This functionality (and more) has
since been taken over by the listbox 9service.
2.2 Origins of the CCDB project
When one of us (AMO) returned from a sabbatical at Fermilab in the Fall of 1986, he was asked
to ‘computerise’ the registration of computer accounts. What existed at the time was a series of
Wylbur execs on the current mainframe (IBM/MVS) and these were beginning to show their age.
VM/CMS was coming and its flexibility was about to present serious problems for the existing
procedures. No other guidelines were given. However, since the time spent waiting for beam in
the Mid-West (it was over 2 years late) had provided the opportunity to read something about
databases, and relational databases in particular, it seemed like a good idea to use a relational
database. All the more so since at that time the DD Software Group had a database section that
was heavily into Oracle. Thus it was logical to consult the experts before starting. Within a few
weeks the other CCDB team member (GF) was on board although it was made very clear that the
database section did not normally engage itself in writing and maintaining applications.
Nevertheless a two person inter-group project was started. Since then we estimate that we have
spent some ten person years on CCDB and its interfaces over the last 13 years, during which time
there have been significant changes (even advancements) in computing in general (from
mainframes to distributed computing), Oracle Interfaces (from character mode to GUI) and the
demands of the division (from DD to CN to IT) on such an application.
2.3 Requirements Input for CCDB
Requirements naturally come both from the users and the IT staff providing computing facilities.
From the start CCDB was meant to be an infrastructure tool to assist service managers, providers
of information and end-users. Thus we had, by necessity, to have good contact with User Support
and with the DD groups that provided end user services for interactive, mail and batch computing
facilities. There was sometimes a less than enthusiastic response from some service managers
who saw the project as an intrusion on their ‘turf’ but over time it became clear to most of them
that a coherent database would simplify rather than complicate their lives. The divisional inter-
service inter-group coordination meeting (C5) was, and remains, a very useful means of getting
5 A Unix and web based information facility for people, e-mail addresses and accounts. Data is extracted
once a day from CCDB
6 A Unix based facility similar to xwho but will somewhat less functionality
7 A NICE facility similar in functionality to xwho
8 An IBM e-mail list management facility
9 http://consult.cern.ch/service/listbox
6agreement on sociological and technical issues. As DD/CN started to provide specific distributed
computing solutions for different requirements, often aimed at different segments of the user
community (experiments), our role often tended to be that of a unifying influence across the
different services – at least as seen by the end-users.
2.4 Guiding Ideas behind CCDB
After thirteen years we believe that, if only by backward construction, we have a fairly good idea
of what the general principles are (some of which were even known at the start of the project!). A
non-exhaustive list follows:
The General Framework
• The provision of a general framework to register computer services, users, computer
accounts and e-mail addresses. Such a framework must be secure, as simple as possible and
intuitive, yet impose minimal restrictions and delays on the worldwide CERN user
community. This framework includes a CERN specific sociological registration process that,
among other things, obliges users to (be deemed to have) read and acknowledge the current
CERN computer rules. The latter were significantly revised as the project took off.
• The framework also handles super computer access restrictions for the more than one
hundred different nationalities of CERN users. Many of CERN’s major computers either are,
or have been, subject to the US Department of Defence access restrictions. Fortunately, with
time, many of these restrictions have been relaxed – although the need to handle such
restrictions has been retained.
• Database interfaces are provided for registrations and account management as well as for
end-user tools that enable users to inspect and, where possible, modify their own data.
• The framework should not only handle normal (human) users, but also ‘service providers’
(aka ‘non-humans’). This concept (see [3.3]) is used both by IT division and other users and
divisions to allocate resources (accounts and e-mail addresses) to functions rather than named
people. End users see the service providers and not the humans, who may change with time,
behind them.
Accounts
• Users should be encouraged (but not forced) to have only one userid for all services and
groups in which they have accounts.
Alignment with CERN’s Corporate Database for People
• Information on people should be as closely aligned with the CERNHuman Resources
(HR) 10 database as possible; indeed the HR data should not be duplicated in CCDB (except
for temporary copies for reasons of efficiency). However, the information concerning service
providers is defined uniquely in CCDB.
Account Registrations
• Account registrations must be devolved to the so-called ‘group administrators’. Central
registration and management of all accounts is simply impossible for a community of
10 The CERN corporate database for people (Human Resources)
7CERN’s size and geographical distribution. Group administrators are also responsible for
managing their users’ home directory space (except on NICE 11 where end users must request
more disk space from the Helpdesk).
• Given the need for secure passwords it was decided that all passwords would be chosen by
the interfaces. Each person permitted to use an interfaces is assigned a unique password that
changes regularly and which conforms to security guidelines.
• Account associated data, such as user_code and uid, should be suggested automatically by
the interfaces and not be chosen by people registering accounts. User_codes used to be
carefully chosen by users themselves since they were used for accounting data – now they are
‘only’ used for tape access control. Since some years the policy has been to associate a
unique user_code to all of the userids owned by one user.
• Any registration forms requiring the user’s signature are made widely available in paper
form and by the web. Completed forms may be returned by Fax.
Account Change Management
• Change control handling, such as new passwords, security actions, disk space quota
changes, account deletion etc, is also an important part of the framework. These changes
must only be initiated by authorised persons – normally in IT division.
• Account changes, especially new passwords, deletions and blocking, should necessarily
involve a formal request to the helpdesk so that a ‘paper’ trail is left.
• Such ‘paper’ trails are stored in the database and include the identifier of the person who
made the change and the date of change and are automatically constructed by the interfaces
concerned.
Resource Management
• Tools are provided for resource management control and monitoring for IT provided
computing facilities. These include:
• Tools for CPU allocations (budgets) to groups and monitoring of CPU use by groups;
• Tools for disk space management of groups and individual users;
• Reports are made for the consumption of such bodies as Cocotime 12 in order to better
understand the experiments’ computing resource use and requirements.
E-mail Address Data
• Users with computer accounts should be strongly encouraged to have e-mail address stored
in CCDB and which can thus be made available to the community at large;
• E-mail addresses must be checked for syntax and, where possible, verified. Apart from
trivial syntax checking, explicit CERN hosts are checked against the CERN network database
LANDB 13;
• CCDB contains the mapping between physical e-mail addresses (PEMs) and generic e-mail
addresses (GEMs).
11 Novell Integration Coordination and Evolution for CERN’s network attached PCs.
12 The CERN physics resource allocation body.
13 The CERN Network database
8Information distribution throughout the CERN environment
• Data should be provided to the division’s information dissemination tools such as xwho,
phone and phonebook.
Data Verification
• All data about accounts, disk space allocations must be regularly checked against the actual
reality as stored in the password files of the various divisional computing services.
Data Cleanup/deletion
• There must be regular clean-ups of the data to remove accounts that are no longer needed.
Data deletion (when the data is no longer valid) is just as important as data creation. To this
end, summaries of accounts for different group_codes are sent to the respective group
administrators who are asked to review them (with the date of last access as a strong guide)
and indicate which accounts are no longer required. The responsiveness of the group
administrators is naturally very varied.
• What is clearly needed is to have an account clean-up procedure as part of the standard
‘CERN exit’ process. A common misconception among many users is that they need to retain
their MAILSERV account in order to continue to receive e-mail after they leave CERN. In
fact this is a risky option since sooner or later their e-mail accounts will probably be deleted
or blocked – rather they should have their e-mail account deleted and their e-mail addresses
updated. Of course many users have an entirely justified need to retain their CERN accounts
after they leave CERN – in order to continue working on their experiment from their home
laboratory or university.
Accounting Statistics
• Accounting statistics must also be accommodated in the overall framework
2.5 Some Current Statistics
As of (1/5/2000) there were:
• 21200 different users in CCDB;
• 17000 of them have a CCDB resource (account, e-mail address). The remaining 4200 are in
CCDB in order to provide CERN data (telephone numbers, addresses etc) to the community
at large via xwho, phone and phonebook;
• 650 service providers;
• 72000 computer accounts spread over 31 different IT services. In addition there are some ~15
other services that have accounting statistics only;
• 31 IT services grouped into 9 service families;
• ~180 computer groups (with accounts) administered by ~280 group administrators.
Some 400 actions are performed via CCDB interfaces per day.
93 Evolution of CCDB over the years
The database has naturally evolved significantly over the last decade. Many corresponding
database schema changes have been made. Our practise has always been to employ a full-sized
test database copy of the production database and to make such schema changes via reproducible
(sqlplus) scripts rather than making interactive changes. This enabled us to test the interfaces in
the new environment. Common procedures needed by more than one interface are stored in a
PL/SQL library.
Some of the more fundamental steps in CCDB’s evolution are detailed below. Once again the
reader is cautioned that some of the specific reasoning and timing may not be totally accurate.
3.1 Integration with Foundation/HR
• During the first years of CCDB, HR and Foundation 14 (CERN’s corporate Human
Resources databases) did not exist and we used the Personel 15 database in order to
minimise the number of user data conflicts between it and CCDB. Personel data were
made available to CCDB on a snap-shot basis taken once per night. At this time (and for
~5 years) approximately 80% of CCDB users were known to Personel and their
information was kept strictly synchronised with Personel. The remaining users were
normally associated to experiments and hardly ever, if ever, came to CERN.
• A few years later Foundation and HR came into being and the same type of
synchronisation was done on a regular basis.
• In 1998 the AS division PIE 16 project, on which we collaborated, was launched with the
express goal of registering in HR all CERN’s users. As part of the PIE implementation
the CCDB users not then known to HR were inserted intoHR and the CCDB interface
xuserreg was changed to discourage registration of users, unknown to HR, in CCDB.
Other data, such as home institutes, were also aligned betweenHR and CCDB.
• Finally at the beginning of 2000, xuserreg was again changed to use HR data on-line and
registration of users not in HR was stopped definitively in CCDB.
3.2 Explosion in the number of central computer services
In order to handle the change from a single service (MVS) plus an additional new service
(VM/CMS) in the late eighties, to today’s situation where we have more than 30 services with
service changes (new ones arriving, old ones being removed) at a rate of at least several per year,
the services were organised into service families. Each service family has the characteristic that
the account registration information is unique to that family and the same for all services of that
family.
Thus:
14 A personnel database extracted from HR on a snapshot basis.
15 The fore-runner of HR/Foundation. (Sufficiently long ago so that the name was restricted to 8
characters)
16 An AS initiated project for People, Institutes and Experiments which involved the major experiments, AS
division and the CCDB team.
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• The information transmitted from the database to the service family had a different
format and content.
• Each family has its own registration page (or sub-interface) in xuserreg.
Some of the now defunct services are CERNVM, CRAY, APOLLO, DXCERN and several
experiment specific services in the CORE 17 framework.
The current service families are:
• AFS: Andrew File System – the current CERN-wide distributed file system;
• AXCAD: Engineering workstation cluster for Euclid use;
• CORE: Unix interactive and batch facilities (some of which are shared resources available
to all users but most of which are experiment or division specific);
• DCE: Distributed Computing Environment as required byHPSS 18;
• EDMS: Engineering Data Management System;
• MAILSERV: CERN wide mail service;
• NOVELL: Windows 95 and Windows NT (NICE);
• TAPES: Tape service;
• VXCERN: VAX/VMS lives….
3.3 Service Providers
The concept of service providers (originally known as ‘non-humans’) came into being slowly
over the last 6 or 7 years. The notion was introduced so that, eg. the people providing AFS
support could have a generic e-mail address (AFS.support@cern.ch) to which users could address
questions concerning AFS. Thus e-mail arriving at AFS.support@cern.ch could then be read by
different people supporting AFS over time. In addition, rather than a person owning all the
userids associated with AFS Support, it was more convenient to associate them to the service
provider. During the time that CCDB was less tightly linked to Foundation/HR than it is today, it
was possible to handle these as normal (human) users. Finally however, a distinction was made,
and the equivalent user data that is stored inHR for normal users is now stored in CCDB in a
separate table which includes CERN phone numbers etc. Today, the concept of service providers
is the only reason that forces CCDB to have its own unique identification system (CCID) – rather
than relying on the HR identifier person_id.
3.4 Evolution of the Definition of an Account
At the start, the definition of a CERN computer account was:
• Owner identifier (or CCID);
• Original owner’s CCID;
• Userid (or login_id);
• Computer Service
• Group_Code;
• User_Code (3 letter tag used for TAPE ownership in TMS 19 and accounting purposes);
17 Centrally Operated Risc Environment
18 CERN’s high performance hierarchical mass storage system
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• Date of last use;
• Status (active or inactive).
Over the years this has expanded to include:
• Super Computer restriction;
• uid (for Unix systems);
• gid (for Unix systems);
• Service family;
• Disk space quota (and disk space used) for AFS and MAILSERV;
• Primary flag – denotes the default accounting group if more than one group is associated
with a userid.
It should be noted that when multiple group_codes are associated to a login_id, then each
group_code instance is instantiated by a separate account. The multiple instances are related – by
the primary flag as well as date of last use and status.
Various other data, such as unix shell, is also collected at the time of account registration and
passed to the service registration engines – although they are not stored in CCDB.
3.5 Evolution of the Definition of a User
The basic definition was originally:
• First name;





• Unique identifier in CCDB (CCID);
• Unique identifier in HR (cern_id)
• Flag indicating the user had read and agreed to the CERN Computer rules.
With time this has expanded to include:
• The preferred Unix shell;
• Flag indicating user had signed the form for Super Computer access;
• Super Computer access restriction;
• Unique identifier in HR (person_id). The cern_id becomes a non-mandatory field – it is
defined only for those users that have or have had a contract with CERN;
• Preferred physical e-mail address (which may change with time);
• Generic e-mail address ( fred.flintstone@cern.ch) (which is normally not changed after
initial definition);
• Home page URL.
19 The CERN Tape Management System which originated at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK
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NB The preferred Unix shell is defined in a hierarchical way: at the user, computer group and
service level. In case the user shell is undefined, the value used is the group value or - if this is
undefined - the service value.
3.6 Account Complexities
VM/CMS permitted any number of associations of group_code and user_code with a given
userid. At that time computing resources were very restricted and much attention was paid by
end-users to their (and others’ !) accounting data. Since the latter was based on user_codes, users
wanted many user_codes for each userid – so they could distinguish how much CPU time was
used for different functions that they had to perform. This meant that the change account
processes were complex and it was very hard to ensure a proper relationship between the data in
the database and the reality as stored in the password file of VM/CMS. With the advent of
SHIFT 20 Unix services, which did not permit such flexibility, we took the opportunity to restrict
the complexity of accounts so that a given userid was associated to:
• one user_code on all services
• one group_code on all services.
The unique user_code association was in fact extended (or rather encouraged) to include all of the
userids a given user has. The only exception to these rules was for AFS where multiple
group_codes could be associated to a given userid. This flexibility was and is supported in a clear
and transparent way on AFS. These simple rules meant that changing of user_codes and
group_codes meant a similar change across all the computer services on which the userid was
used. The situation was clear and simple and easily understood by all concerned – the users, the
registrars, the IT account managers and the service managers.
About two years ago, pressure began to build to allow multiple group_codes to be associated to a
given userid on Unix batch and interactive services. This would allow users to compute
interactively on one group_code and submit batch jobs to be accounted on another group_code –
a concept that was thought to be of use for people who wished to have only one userid and yet
work on multiple projects or experiments. On the other hand many users who work on different
experiments simply used different userids. This request for more flexibility, which resulted in a
great deal of work and additional complexity for us theCCDB team, was implemented (after it
remained as a C5 action item for a long time) and was the last major change to account
complexities.
Thus a new account entity (called primary) was introduced – with values of P (primary or default)
for the primary group_code or S (secondary) for other group_codes. Since a userid can now exist
on any service with any group_code, the value of the primary field is (potentially) different for
each computer service and group_code for a given userid. This required a more complicated
change account mechanism where group_code changes and changes of primary or secondary
group_code were distinguished. It also means that IT service managers have to take many more
actions to change accounts according to user’s requests. Today, some two years after these
complications were introduced, less than 80 users have availed themselves of this possibility. In
addition the resulting complexity in the change account process has still yet to be properly
implemented at the level of the computer service account registration and change process engines.
The conclusion is left to the reader.
20 Scalable Heterogeneous Integrated FaciliTy; multi-user (unix) batch services based on high performance
workstations
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3.7 E-mail addresses and EMDIR
For nearly 10 years, the Electronic Mail Address Directory database (EMDIR) was used to store
electronic mail addresses - both for people at CERN and at external sites. EMDIR started as a
small demonstration project to show that the combination of two techniques quite new at the time
- commercial Relational Databases and Remote Procedure Calls - could provide reliable, efficient
and fully functional new services. All through its life EMDIR succeeded in implementing
features which only later became of general use. Amongst these were a three-tier architecture
(multi-platform clients, a dedicated application server and a universal back-end database server),
shrink-wrapped, downloadable, multi-platform client installation packages, database update
permissions based on automatic authentication of the client users, etc. EMDIR survived two
radical changes of computing environment: it started on a central VAX/VMS with
communications based on DECNET, was extended to run on VM/CMS with both DECNET and
TCP/IP and was finally fully rewritten to run over TCP/IP on practically all the Unix platforms at
CERN and had a web interface added for read-only operation. Due to progress in CCDB, EMDIR
came to suffer from:
• Having no real checks on e-mail addresses
• Having people and phone numbers that were not consistent either with CCDB or
Foundation/HR.
• Having multiple preferred e-mail addresses – a concept that we saw as a contradiction in
terms
• Having a password system that simply became unworkable because people forgot them and
there was no easy way to reset them.
• Having no support for further development.
For some years, CCDB and EMDIR coexisted with e-mail data being collected both by EMDIR
and CCDB but with the data stored in EMDIR. Finally in 1997, this rather complicated situation
was resolved when CCDB took over from EMDIR and provided an end-user interface
(xuserinfo), a group administrator interface (xuserreg) and an IT interface (xsquser) to register
and modify e-mail data. Each interface uses the CCDB account data and the computer host names
data of LANDB to perform stringent checks on the validity of e-mail addresses – where possible
(i.e. when the addresses contain ‘@cern.ch’). Shortly after this, the concept of Generic e-mail
addresses (GEM) was introduced. It was made a rule that anyone having a Physical e-mail
address or PEM (fred@mycomputer.xx.yy) also has to have a GEM (fred.flintstone@cern.ch).
With the advent of the web, it was no longer necessary to keep in a CERN database e-mail
addresses for off-site populations. Nevertheless CCDB contains a non-trivial number of e-mail
addresses of users who have left CERN.
3.8 Automatic Account Registrations: AFS and Tapes
xuserreg was initially designed to permit single account registrations – a group administrator
could only request a single account at a time. With the advent of highly inter-related distributed
computer services, the interface and underlying schema were modified so that automatic account
registration would occur, when needed, for basic infrastructure services. Thus an account
registration in a service family such as CORE, which requires an AFS and a TAPES account,
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automatically triggers (if needed) an AFS and a TAPES account registration with no extra effort
on the part of the registrar.
The main limitation with this approach, from a technical point of view, is that information for all
automatic account registrations must be collected at the time of theCORE account request. AFS
and TAPES accounts may also be registered individually – in which case the automatic
registration will pass over the registration for infrastructure accounts which already exist.
Passwords for automatically generated accounts are the same as for the original (AFS) account
registered.
3.9 Automatic Account Registrations: Group Cascades
The automatic account registrations described above apply on the service family level and are
applicable to all computer groups. A further type of automation was introduced that is tailored to
individual computer groups and aimed at easing specific group administrators’ registration tasks.
This type of automation is called a cascade and is controlled at the individual group level by the
CCDB interface xsqgroup. Typical uses of cascades are for automatics registration of :
• batch service accounts when registering an account for interactive use;
• TAPES accounts (when not handled by the mechanism described above);
• DCE accounts for HPSS access.
Groups may have Primary and Secondary cascade entries in the CCDB control table CASCADE.
This notion of Primary and Secondary should not be confused with the notion of primary and
secondary accounts – the latter notion allowing a given userid to be associated with multiple
group_codes..
The cascade then works in the following way: any registration of a primary account
automatically triggers the registration of accounts for the secondary service(s) for that
group_code.
Cascades exist primarily to assist in registration for new computer users.
3.10 Evolution of E-mail Account Registration
One of the goals of CCDB has been to encourage users to have e-mail accounts and to register
their e-mail addresses in CCDB. There have been several different stages in this saga over the
years:
• In a first step, for any user who was getting an account and had no e-mail address, xuserreg
forced the group administrator to fill in a PEM and a GEM for the user. The result was that
most people having accounts also had an e-mail address;
• The next step was – for any user getting his first CUTE 21 (interactive unix work-group
servers) account – to give him/her an account automatically on MAILSERV with the same
userid. and to suggest the MAILSERV account as a PEM, eg. userid@mail.cern.ch. This
‘encouraged’ registration resulted in a lot of CUTE users having an e-mail address on
21 Common Unix and x-Terminal Environment (too cute ?)
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MAILSERV. At the same time a host entry was created in CCDB to allow the user to read
his/her mail from the CUTE account, without having to give a password (pre-authentication);
• The last step took place at the end of 1997 when MSmail was being phased out to help the
transition to MAILSERV: when a NOVELL (NICE) account was registered, a MAILSERV
account was automatically registered (if none existed before).
Today, over 10,000 users have an e-mail address on MAILSERV with only ~900 left on
VXCERN which will disappear at the end of the millennium, or one of these days. 16,000 users
have an e-mail address in CCDB and nearly 2,000 of these have no other resource (most likely
they have left CERN and still wish for the CERN community to be able to contact them via e-
mail).
3.11 Inter-Service Dependencies
Over the years specific services have become highly inter-related:
• CUTE and CORE (since both merged into CORE) services have changed so that they all
require AFS accounts. For some time only a sub-set of CORE accounts required AFS
accounts and the final change required yet another CCDB schema update;
• Any account for a service that requires an AFS account employs the AFS account for user
authentication (i.e. uses the AFS userid/password);
• CORE service accounts now all require TAPES accounts;
• Some specific CORE services have had their password files combined to ease the number of
separate account registrations (normally an interactive and batch service were merged).
4 Communication between CCDB and the Associated
Computer Services
From the start two types of communication have been employed:
• ‘Immediate’ messages to request actions at the level of an individual service;
• Once per night ‘feedback’ control/verification of the entire set of accounts in CCDB.
4.1 ‘Immediate’ Communication
One of the key issues for CCDB has been how to send messages for account registrations/changes
to the relevant computer services. Back in 1987 Oracle knowledge in DD was limited and so we
opted for a push mechanism that sent requests from the interfaces to the computer services in
ASCII form. This was first implemented by using an Oracle user exit and FORT*SQL (the
Oracle FORTRAN binding).While this method worked, it was exceedingly monolithic and
cumbersome. Every time the format of a message was changed, it was necessary to recompile the
FORT*SQL procedure. The actual message sending mechanism worked by ftp and e-mail.
The next major evolution in ‘immediate’ communications was having a central CCDB service
machine spool action messages every 10 minutes or so and send them to their correct
destination(s) via e-mail. Each e-mail message type (or code) was formatted according to a
message definition stored in the database. Thus old messages could be reformatted and new ones
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added on the fly by changing the contents of the tableMESSAGE_DEF. Given that e-mail is less
than perfectly secure, the basic list of messages, their identifiers and codes was made available to
the individual services so that one could verify that the message had indeed been sent from the
CCDB service machine. Although we are not aware of any security leak that occurred we did
nevertheless manage to bring the CERN mail service to a halt on at least one occasion due to a
mass-registration with forgotten side effects – due to the inter-relation of distributed computing
services.
The final evolution in this saga has been the direct sharing of CCDB message data with the
service registration engines via Oracle. Thus the service engines regularly pollCCDB every few
minutes and extract, using Oracle, the list of work items to be done and then perform them. A
simple sqlplus script extracts the list of all messages for a given service. These messages are then
looped over by their unique identifier and performed in the order of this identifier (messid). A set
of small sqlplus scripts are provided to each service manager in order to extract the meaningful
information from CCDB tables in the format of their choice.
Since some logical changes are comprised of several atomic actions, it is important that the
atomic actions be executed in the same strict order that they were generated by theCCDB
interface i.e. in the order of the messid. A significant advantage of this method is that it
guarantees that the atomic actions are performed in the correct order – e-mail communication
cannot be sure in this respect. This method also has the additional advantage that theCCDB
interfaces can see immediately that the actions have been done - eg. accounts have been
registered - and thus other CCDB operations can then be promptly performed (such as change
password, change AFS disk quota etc). This also helps the central helpdesk who - knowing that
an account has been registered for a given user – is in a better position to answer the user in case
of problems. Nevertheless, today there are still a few service families that rely on the e-mail push
mechanism – the basic reason for not changing has always been manpower limitations.
4.11 Message Codes
All database actions that require action on a given computer service have distinct message codes.
Each code has its own message format. The codes consist of 3 characters, the last of which is a
code that indicates the service family. The first two characters (called the start_code) indicate the
action to be done – see the following table:
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Start_Code Meaning
12 Delete an old computer group_code
13 Register a new computer group_code
20 Primary account deletion
21 Change account user_code
22 Change account group_code
24 Change account status (active or blocked)
25 Change Space Administrator Status
26 Delete secondary account (AFS only)
27 Change account Owner
28 Change Super Computer restriction
2A Change disk space quota (AFS/MAILSERV)
2C Change secondary account group_code
2E Refresh Mail hosts
2F Change account shell
2G Swap primary group_code to a secondary group_code
30 Register a primary account
31 Register a secondary account
80 Change account password
In addition, there is a purely internal message start_code (40) for accounts that have been
requested but which wait for the user concerned to sign his registration form.
4.2 Nightly ‘Feedback’ Control/Verification
Each night, all services with accounts send to CCDB (via database tables or by disk files), a
complete list of all their accounts for comparison with the actual data inCCDB. Early the next
morning any discrepancies between these two data sets (that of CCDB and that of the specific
service) result in a set of automatic corrections (via the ‘immediate’ communication path) and in
an e-mail to the service manager. These nightly checks are regarded as a ‘reality’ check on what
has actually happened during the previous 24 hours. In principle they should only be needed to
change user names – such changes being propagated from Foundation/HR. Nevertheless, this
mechanism provides for an overall check and has often been useful to warn service managers of
any corruption of their users password files. In addition it reveals any problems with the list of
actions requested during the previous day.
5 Current Functionality of CCDB
5.1 Services available via CCDB GUI interfaces
The classes of users who are able to directly use the services below are strictly limited by the
interfaces to which they have access:
• All users: xuserinfo;
• Group administrators: xuserreg;
• Space Administrators: xspaceadm;
• IT administrators: xuserreg, xsqgroup, xsqbudget, xsqserv, xsquser.
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The following are the different services or functions provided by CCDB and its interfaces. Where
appropriate the interface name is mentioned in { }.
• Service provider registration {xuserreg}
• Account registration for users defined in HR and service providers {xuserreg}.
• Personal web URL registration {xuserinfo, xuserreg, xsquser}.
• Home directory management for the Andrew File System (AFS) {xspaceadm, xsquser}.
• Modification of e-mail addresses (physical and generic) { xuserinfo, xuserreg, xsquser}.
• Change of computer hosts to read e-mail with pre-authentication { xuserinfo, xuserreg,
xsquser}.
• Account changes {xsquser}
• Change of account status - activate/block/delete
• Password changes
• AFS/MAILSERV disk quotas
• Change of ownership of an account
• NICE disk space increments
• Change of computer group_code
• Change of Super Computer restriction
• Change of Primary group_code.
• Computer Group_code definitions including overall AFS disk budgets {xsqgroup}
• CPU budget allocations on shared computer services {xsqbudget}
• Definition/modification of service families and individual services {xsqserv}.
5.2 Mass Registrations
As new services emerge and old ones are replaced it has often been required to performmass-
registrations for service managers. These consist essentially of providing information in order to
wind down the old services and of making ‘batch’ or ‘block’ registrations for a given user
community. Such mass-registrations are performed by means of sqlplus scripts specifically
written for that purpose in order to set up correct default parameters and to propagate this
information to the new service registry or registration engine. Such actions have to be done with
care and an overall knowledge of the database and the initial and target services.
5.3 Migration Facilities
CERN has undergone several migrations of its central mail systems – phasing out for example
MSmail. Each migration has required the building and execution of significant sqlplus scripts to
both update CCDB and provide the mail services managers with parameters and user lists to ease
the migration.
5.4 Resource Management
Resource management has been a key part of CCDB since its inception. The key resources
managed are CPU use and disk space use.
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5.41 CPU Management
• Computer services report their CPU use per group_code to CCDB on a weekly basis. This
data is also summarised by year and by quarter and is available for inspection by the interface
xsqgroup and Cocotime reports.
• In order to assist Cocotime in its resource management role, reports are generated
specifically for that purpose.
• Shared services that are used by multiple computer groups may have CPU budgets
(controlled by xsqbudget). Such CPU allocations are fetched from CCDB by the service
managers of those services and used to implement CPU budget restrictions for batch services.
5.42 Disk Space Management
• AFS disk space (home directory) allocations to computer groups are controlled by xsqgroup.
• AFS disk home directory allocations for individual users are controlled by xspaceadm and
xsquser.
• Regular reports on AFS use are made to the IT personnel in charge of AFS.
• MAILSERV disk space allocations for individual users are controlled by xspaceadm and by
xsquser.
5.5 Other Functions Performed on a Daily Basis
As mentioned above, a series of scripts are executed once a night to make overall checks on
CCDB data as compared to the entire set of data for each individual computer service. In
addition, other checks, data extractions and ‘healing’ processes are performed. Each check sends
an e-mail detailing the problems to the relevant support person so that these may be fixed,
although most of them are cured via automatic action messages.
• Checks to make sure that the CCDB integrity rules are not violated. Such rules are enforced
by the CCDB interfaces – but violations caused by improper sqlplus scripts need to be
checked for. Occasionally these checks have also thrown up errors in the CCDB interfaces.
• Allocate GEMs and PEMs to those users who do not have them and who have sufficient data
to generate them.
• Invalidate PEMs where the corresponding account no longer exists (only possible for PEMs
pointing to CERN computers).
• Check resource allocations for exceeding (or passing of pre-defined high-water marks) of
budgets – CPU and disk space – and send the appropriate warnings to those responsible.
• Refresh the local copy of HR data for users (for efficiency reasons).
• Extract data for xwho and phone.
• Extract data for the mail services – for ‘fuzzy’ matching and GEM to PEM matching - in
order that CERN’s e-mail may be correctly delivered. (This extraction is actually performed
five times per day so that recently registered mail accounts may receive mail quickly.)
• Manage the unix_uids (a scarce resource). For security purposes, some unix_uids are not
reused after account deletion.
• Manage the user_codes.
• Clean up (remove) very old history data.
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• Clean up messages sent for actions at the individual service end and which have been
correctly executed.
• Make backups of CCDB data and schema.
5.6 Web interfaces for CCDB
At the time of writing, US group has begun to write other web based interfaces to perform simple
account changes. Our role in these interfaces has been to supply the knowledge about how such
account changes should be handled in the context of the CCDB rules and messaging systems.
Besides, the interfaces xuserreg, xuserinfo and xspaceadm also exist in a web form and can be
used – after registration by the user himself – at http://userreg, http://userinfo and
http://spaceadm (see Appendix A)
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6 Structure of the Database
The following schematic indicates the main CCDB interfaces, tables, data flow and relations to












































7 Technology used by CCDB
The interfaces seen by the group administrators (xuserreg, xspaceadm, xsquser,etc…) and the
users (xuserinfo) had necessarily to evolve with the computer platforms and Oracle technology. It
would take too much space to go into the details of the evolution (even if we could remember
them!). The principal milestones are outlined below:
• 1988 Introduction of a SQL*Forms version 2.3 interface, userreg, on the IBM mainframe
running VM/CMS.
- This version of SQL*Forms has no procedural language so the triggers – actions
‘triggered’ by events such as update, deletion.- are somewhat restricted in what they
can do.
- There is no assignment statement such as a := b; and one has to usemacros such as
#COPY b a instead.
- All terminals using the VM/CMS service are character mode and of the same type
X3270.
- Function keys are the only way to work: for example, <3> exit, <6> save,
etc…together with a Menu bar at the top of the screen.
- 1991 Migration from Oracle version 5 to Oracle version 6. Userinfo is ported to
Forms 3.0.
• 1992-1993 All interfaces are ported to Forms 3.0. ORACLE Forms 3.0 is a BIG
improvement over version 2:
- PL/SQL (the Oracle procedural language) can be used and packaged procedures
replace the Marcos.
- Global variables are introduced: user-defined variables available throughout a
Forms session
- System variables reflect SQL*Forms flags or states.
The conversion is non trivial.
• 1996 VM/CMS has ended and userreg is ported to the Unix machine (Aix) CERNSP
- Userreg is still character mode
- The function keys are (nearly) the same providing one logs on to CERNSP:
- from a PC via Telnet
- from a Mac via Telnet or Versaterm
- from an NCD via Xterm
The key emulation needs a special key mapping and the situation is not very satisfactory
because the mapping does not work for all terminals. But the Group administrators are very
supportive and send suggestions to help; User Support group provides the wrappers. The
interfaces are renamed xuserreg, xuserinfo, xspaceadm, xsquser,etc. to reflect the X-
terminal environment.
• 1996 xuserinfo becomes a graphical user interface with buttons instead of keys.
• 1997 The interfaces are ported to all central Unix platforms: CERNSP (Aix), HPPLUS (HP
Unix), DXPLUS (Digital Unix), CMS (Solaris) and the Workgroup servers.
• 1998 xuserreg , xspaceadm and xsquser are upgraded to ORACLE Forms version 4.5.
- Buttons are added and replace the function keys
- Fonts and colours have to be chosen carefully to appear the same on all platforms.
- A library of PL/SQL procedures is created and shared between the different
applications.
- Some packages are stored in the database so they can be used by other database
users.
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- A character mode version of userinfo, called cuserinfo, is developed for the
VAX/VMS users
Again, this is quite a major change .
• 1999 xuserreg, xspaceadm, xuserinfo are ported to Oracle Forms version 5: The Oracle
Application server, located on a Sun machine, allows the deployment on the Web and it is
launched as soon as Netscape version 4.7 and Internet Explorer version 5 become available at
CERN.
- Access for NICE users is significantly improved as there is no need to log on to one
of the central PLUS services or Workgroup servers via Exceed.
- Access for Linux users is possible even though the Oracle tools do not yet exist on
Linux.
- There is only one version of the binaries instead of one for each operating system
(AIX, DUX, HP, Solaris) for the version 4.5 which is a great simplification for the
maintenance.
• 2000 ? The version 5 of Forms is NOT supported any longer at CERN: we have to migrate to
version 6 . Once an application server version 6 is installed, the plan is to port all interfaces,
including the sqtools (xsquser, xsqgroup, xsqserv) to the new version and to phase out the
version 4.5: this hopefully means that eventually only one set of binaries will have to be
maintained and that everybody will access the interfaces via the Internet.
All of the nightly scripts that check on the consistency of CCDB data with the reality as
stored in the computer service password files were written in Rexx.
8 CCDB Interface Security
In order to impose CCDB database rules in an efficient and meaningful way, access to CCDB is
limited to Oracle sql*forms interfaces. Access via sqlplus is restricted to the CCDB team. The
interfaces are available on public unix interactive services and, in the case of xuserreg,
xspaceadm and xuserinfo, also the web. Interface security – or who can use the interfaces – is
controlled by user access lists – stored in the database or, in the case of the web, by userids and
passwords registered by xuserreg. For the non-web interfaces, internal Oracle system tables are
used to extract the userid and host at run-time and these are then compared to the user access
lists. The interfaces themselves are described in some detail in Appendix A.
9 Relations to other Databases
CCDB has strong links with several other corporate databases, some of which reside on the same
physical hardware and others which do not – these connections making use of Oracle database
links. There are also many CERN databases that have permanent views on CCDB data.
9.1 HR/Foundation
The basic interaction between CCDB and HR/Foundation has been described above i.e.:
• CCDB uses HR data on-line to get current information on end-users
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• CCDB uses Foundation to make a nightly check on end-users names, phone and location
information. This data is also passed to xwho and phone.
HR/Foundation take CCDB data on a regular basis – mainly for e-mail (GEM and PEM) data.
9.2 LANDB
The CERN networking database (run by IT/CS group) LANDB interacts with CCDB in several
ways:
• LANDB takes nightly snapshots of CCDB data to obtain users names, e-mail addresses,
phones, home institutes and CERN location information in order to contact users in case of
problems, network abuse or change of IP addresses. Computer registration via the web also
employs this data which is also made available to other network associated applications (eg.
the cabling database).
• CCDB uses a LANDB snapshot to obtain the CERN network attached devices (host names)
for control and verification of e-mail addresses (PEMs).
9.3 TMS
The CERN Tape Management System uses the user_code (or UUU) to identify ownership and
access rights for specific tapes. This information is passed to TMS via the stage or setup
commands available to end-users. TMS tape registration employs the phone command to
examine user_codes for a given person. In this sense TMS is seen to be a user of CCDB data.
The user_codes exist in CCDB only for TMS.
9.4 CELICMON
This is a Computer for Engineering database application for monitoring the use of engineering
commercial software. It uses CCDB user, account and e-mail data.
10 Users of CCDB data
Altogether we are unable to know or remember all of the various and diverse applications which
use CCDB data, the most notable of those that we do know of are:
• xwho – providing detailed user and account data to end-users. This data is extracted from
CCDB on a daily basis.
• phone – providing user, phone number, location and e-mail data to end users. Phone data is a
subset of data for xwho.
• On NICE there are similar facilities via the phoneboook.
• ccdbuser: a work-station installation script that has on-line access to CCDB data.
• LANDB: The CERN networking database.
• CELICMON: The Computing for Engineering licence monitoring application.
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• E-mail routing: Several times per day, data concerning user names, GEM’s and PEM’s is
extracted for the purpose of e-mail routing. Using this data, e-mail sent to a user’s GEM is
directly routed to the corresponding physical e-mail address (PEM). In addition, depending
on their unicity (which unlike the GEM is not always guaranteed to be unique), mail sent to a
user’s address such as firstname.family_name@cern.ch or nickname.family_name@cern.ch
will also be routed to the corresponding PEM. A further CCDB extracted data set is used to
guide users who send mail to GEM-like addresses that are incorrect – a process known as
fuzzy matching. The fuzzy matching procedure returns a list of possible real GEMs to the
sender of the mail.
11 How to Perform Significant CCDB Functions
Section 5 above details the basic day to day functions that are carried out in the CCDB
framework. This section deals with more high level functions that have to be occasionally carried
out by IT staff.
11.1 Add/Modify/Delete a Computer group_code
Use xsqgroup and modify the group (first) page. Group_Codes cannot be deleted until all
accounts for that group are deleted. New group_codes intended for accountsmust be of two
character length and start with an alphabetic character. Three character length group_codes are
reserved for special purposes.
11.2 Add/Modify/Delete a Computer Service in an Existing Service Family
This is basically a trivial operation: use xsqserv and go to the service page.
• Deletions can only be performed when all accounts for that service have been deleted. To
delete the service (for accounts) but keep the accounting data set accounts = ‘N’.
• Inserts can also be done on the service page. Then entries have to be made on the control
page of xsqgroup to allow groups to use the new service. Finally check that there are group
administrators for this new service. Existing group administrators with the assignment ‘ALL
SERVICES’ will be able to register in any service that their group can use.
• Modify the userid#1 scripts to include the new service. Usually this means adding a line into
~userid#1/verify1. Also add a line into the script ~userid#1/sql/rundate. Inspection of these
two scripts will show that ‘adding a line’ is intuitive and trivial. Also make entries in
service_pem to send any discrepancy data to the service manager.
11.3 Add a Computer Service in a New Service Family
This is a non-trivial operation! The following steps must be performed:
• Understand what information has to be collected in xuserreg for registrations;
• Understand the family requirements – does it require an AFS or a TAPES account? See
xsqserv for a list of the parameters;
• Add a new page into xuserreg to collect this information;
• Use xsqserv to enter a new service family and then also enter its new service(s);
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• Use xsqgroup to allow groups to use the new service and ensure that there are group
administrators for it;
• Write a new userid#1 script to process the feedback data each night. See one of the existing
scripts (i.e. CORE) as an example. Make entries in service_pem to send any discrepancy data
to the relevant service manager.
11.4 Inspect All the CCDB Table and Index Descriptions
Go to ~userid#1/sql/backup. Run gettemp to do an Oracle import using the CCDB.dmp export
file and then
• ‘gettables temp.sql > tables.sql’ for table descriptions
• ‘getindex temp.sql > indices.sql’ for index descriptions
11.5 Inspect the view descriptions
~userid#2/sqstuff/views.sql. If views are changed or new ones added it is important to keep this
file up to date.
11.6 Modify/Inspect the Grants/Synonyms from CCDB
~userid#2/sqstuff/getgrant.sql produces the current grants file (CCDBnew.grant). These may
then be modified by standard sql*plus commands. The current synonyms are defined in the
~userid#2/sqstuff/syn*.sql files.
11.7 Retrieve Old Data from CCDB Backup Files
The full backups of CCDB data are contained in ~userid#1/sql/backup/CCDB.dump. Any tables
may be restored by use of the Oracle import facility.
11.8 View the Table and Index Space Allocation
See talloc.list for table space and ialloc.list for index space allocation/fragmentation in
~userid#1/sql These files are normally produced one per week. The script ~userid#1/sql/spasize
will produce a fresh set of lists which enable one to see the actual fragmentation of CCDB tables
and indices.
11.9 Allow a Computer Group to Use a Service
Use xsqgroup and click on the control button. Then check on the admin page that there are group
administrators for this service (or ALL SERVICES).
11.10 Modify the Group/Space Administrators/Cascades for a Computer
Group
Use xsqgroup and go to the admins, space_admin or cascade pages.
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11.11 Control Account Registrations for a New or Old Service
Enter the service in the table special_service. Then only group administrators explicitly entered
for that service can register accounts for it (i.e. not those with the ‘ALL SERVICES’ assignment.
Thus these specific group administrators should be controlled and the list of them narrowed
down.
11.12 Stop Access to CCDB During a Schema Update or for Other Reasons
Set control_flag to ‘0’ in table control. However any current user of a CCDB interface is not
affected – this flag only controls new accesses.
12 CCDB Control Variables
For each computer service family and also each individual service, control variables or flags exist
to facilitate generic interface programming. While we have programmed our interfaces using
these flags, it is not 100% guaranteed that all new control flag combinations will always work
without new programming.
12.1 Control Variables at the Level of Service Families
The variable definitions are:
• Messno: the third character of the action message codes (any alpha numeric character).
• Type: Indicates if the family of services has a central ( C ) or distributed ( D ) password file.
• Chge_gg: Indicates if the group_code may be changed or not (Y/N). AXCAD is restricted to
a particular group_code.
• Chge_uuu: Indicates if the user_code can be changed or not (Y/N). This may be over-ridden
by Loc_uuu=N.
• Loc_uuu: Indicates if the user_code is required for this family (basically for Tape accesss)
(Y/N).
• Loc_sc: Indicates if this family is subject to Super Computer Restrictions or not (Y/N).
• Multis_log: Indicates if multiple occurrences of the same userid may occur or not (Y/N). If
this flag is Y then cases of Primary = S may occur.
• Routing: Indicates how CCDB actions are transferred to the service family
(EMAIL/DATABASE).
• Email_reg: e-mail address to which to send registration messages (if
Routing<>DATABASE).
• Email_acc: e-mail address to which to send account change messages (if
Routing<>DATABASE).
The table below shows the current assignments of the service family control variables:
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Family Type Chge_gg Chge_uuu Loc_uuu Loc_sc Multis_log Routing MessNo
VXCERN C Y Y Y N N EMAIL 3
DCE C Y Y N N N DATABASE 4
CORE D Y Y Y Y Y DATABASE B
NOVELL C Y Y Y N N DATABASE C
AFS C Y Y N N Y DATABASE 1
EDMS C Y Y N N N DATABASE 2
MAILSERV C Y Y N N N DATABASE 9
AXCAD C N Y N N N EMAIL D
TAPES C Y Y Y Y Y DATABASE E
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12.2 Control Variables at the Level of Individual Services
The variable definitions are:
• must_afs: Service requires an AFS account (Y/N).
• must_tapes: Service requires a Tapes account (Y/N).
• accounts: There are accounts on this service (Y/N). The cases of N usually indicate service
migrations – or in some cases, or specials (HPPLUS, DXPLUS, RSPLUS have no accounts –
instead PLUS does). Setting accounts = N means that xuserreg no longer displays that
service for potential account registration.
• monitor_cpu: CPU statistics in CCDB for this service? (Y/N).
• shell: Default service Unix shell.
• kind: flag to indicate if this service will be used to read mail or not (I/B – I (interactive)
means MAILSERV host refresh, B (batch) means no refresh is required).
• Routing: ‘immediate’ message transfer method from CCDB to service.
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The table below shows the current assignments of the service control variables.
Family Service must_afs must_tapes Accounts Monitor_CPU Shell Kind Routing
AFS AFS N N Y N B DATABASE
AXCAD AXCAD Y N Y N tcsh I EMAIL
CORE ATLAS_WGS Y Y Y Y zsh I DATABASE
CORE CHORUS_WGS Y N Y Y ksh I DATABASE
CORE CMS_WGS Y Y Y Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE CN_WGS Y N Y Y ksh I DATABASE
CORE CS2 N Y N Y B EMAIL
CORE CSF Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE DXPLUS Y N N Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE HPPLUS Y N N Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE ION_WGS Y N Y Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE L3C Y Y Y Y B EMAIL
CORE MTA_WGS Y N Y Y bash I DATABASE
CORE NA45PC N Y N Y B EMAIL
CORE NA48_WGS Y N Y Y tcsh I
CORE PARC Y Y Y Y tcsh B DATABASE
CORE PCSF N Y N Y B EMAIL
CORE PLUS Y N Y Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE RP_WGS Y N N Y ksh I DATABASE
CORE RP_WGS Y N N Y ksh I DATABASE
CORE RSBATCH N N N Y B
CORE RSPLUS Y N N Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE SHIFTALEPH Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTALICE Y Y N Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTATLAS Y Y N Y B
CORE SHIFTCCF Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTCMS Y Y N Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTDELPHI Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTL3 Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTLHCB Y Y N Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTNA45 Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTNA49 Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTNOMAD Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SHIFTOPAL Y Y Y Y B DATABASE
CORE SLAP_WGS Y N Y Y tcsh I DATABASE
CORE TH_WGS Y N Y Y tcsh I DATABASE
DCE DCE N N Y N B DATABASE
EDMS EDMS N N Y N B DATABASE
MAILSERV MAILSERV N N Y N B DATABASE
NOVELL NOVELL N N Y N B DATABASE
TAPES TAPES N N Y N tcsh B DATABASE
VXCERN VXCERN N N Y Y B EMAIL
NB: Some older services, such as CS2, have an entry solely to keep historical accounting data –
they no longer have associated computer accounts.
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12.3 Controlling which Services a Computer Group May Use
The interface xsqgroup is used to define which computer services a given group_code has access
to. The interface is simple – there is a list of computer services and group_codes defined in the
table group_control. In addition group administrators must also be specified for the same
services in order to allow account registrations to be performed.
12.4 Group Administrators
Group administrators are also defined via the interface xsqgroup. A group administrator may
have the authority to register accounts for:
• specific services that the group_code is authorised to use;
• all services that the group has access to, with one caveat: any service defined in the table
special_services requires that an administrator be registered for that specific service. This
caveat allows the possibility to start-up or wind-down new or old services;
• all group_codes for a specific service;
• all services and all group_codes.
The last two possibilities are restricted to IT personnel.
13 Important Files
Two Unix userids are used – userid#1 for data verification and backup and userid#2 for interface
and control files. What follows is a list of their principle directories.
userid#1
• public – files for mailserv use – for fuzzy address matching and GEM to PEM mapping.
• sql – scripts that compare data with service feedback data
• sql/result/ current discrepancy data
• sql/backup – exports of CCDB, table and index definitions
userid#2
• massregistations – sample mass registration scripts
• f45dev – interface files for development
• sqtools – interface control files and resource control scripts
• prodccdb – current interface files
• etc/public/ - interface configuration files
• /public/bin/@sys/prod/ - current interface files in production
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14 Futures
Software that is used is necessarily in a constant state of evolution. In the case of CCDB this is
primarily because the underlying IT divisional computer services are themselves being constantly
changed to meet new requirements. The next foreseen hurdles for CCDB will be the registration
of Windows 2000 accounts and any changes required by the CLASP 22 project. Currently
discussions are underway to understand how to build a global name space encompassing userids,
web urls and, perhaps, LANDB host names.
In addition a harmonisation effort between AIS and CCDB userids is taking place.
In our view the more important issue is who will take over CCDB in the medium to long term.
We have maintained and developed CCDB for more than thirteen years – a period that has seen
one of us (AMO) move on to three different functions in the division. The other (GF) has been
trying to pass this work on to someone else for a number of years in order to concentrate on data
base support. We believe that such infrastructure support activities should not be a life sentence
for the people concerned. We also believe that we have done ‘our share’ and that the divisional
management should help find other people. At least 2 people – perhaps 20-30% FTE each – are
required to continue this work.
CCDB is actively used (currently some 400 actions per day) and it clearly needs support for the
future. Outsourcing this activity to another division or an external firm makes no sense in our
view since there is a continual need for very close collaboration between the IT computer service
providers and the CCDB team.
22 Common Login and Access rights across Services Plan
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15 Glossary of terms
Some terms are defined in the text above; commonly used terms are also defined here.
• ccid: a unique identifier for each user (person) or service provider
• cern_id: HR’s unique identifier for users who have a contract with CERN.
• counter-signer : a person who has the authority to counter-sign a user’s registration form.
• gem: generic e-mail address in the form fred.flinstone@cern.ch
• gid: a unique number associated to each group_code
• group_code: a two letter character string associated to groups of users having an affiliation
such as experiment or CERN division
• group administrator: a person who has the authority to change his/her group’s
AFS/MAILSERV disk space allocation and also to register accounts
• group space administrator: a person who has the authority to change his/her group’s
AFS/MAILSERV disk space allocation
• host : the name of a machine or cluster of machines and which is used in conjunction with
pre-authentication (no need for the user to enter his userid/password) for reading e-mail.
• login_id/userid: these two terms are used inter-changeably to mean the character string that a
user must enter to access a computer service.
• message_code : a 3 character combination (for communication with computer services) that
identifies both the service family and the action to be undertaken.
• pem: physical e-mail address in the form userid@computer.xx.yy
• person_id: HR’s unique identifier for all CERN users and visitors
• registrar: a group administrator
• service_family : a name given to a set of computer services that require the same messages to
be sent for any action.
• unix_name: a userid/login_id reservation (history.). Unix_names are the source of userids.
• user_code: a 3 letter character string associated with some accounts for purposes of Tape
management. Often also referred to as the UUU.
• uid: a unique number associated to each unix_name/login_id/userid.
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Appendix A: Interface Details
A xuserreg
This is the first screen seen by the group administrator after typing xuserreg on one of the
central plus services or the CMS work-group server.
• The button, labelled “WEB Reg.” is an invitation to register for the Web version (see in a
few pages): a message also comes up with a beep “To register for a Web access to CCDB,
click on <WEB Reg.>.
• The group code to be entered is (one of) the one(s) for which the administrator is authorised.
After clicking on “ > “, a check is performed on the registrar’s rights for this group. If
satisfactory, the second screen is shown.
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xuserreg (continued)
The last name and first name of the user who needs Central Computers’ resources must be
entered.
• Clicking on the button “ > ” starts a search in the Human Resources Database (HR) to find
the user(s) fulfilling the criteria. If no user is found, a message pops up to inform the
registrar. If users are found, a list is displayed.
Note: should the query return too many people, the registrar is asked to refine his/her query.
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xuserreg (continued)
This is the list of persons corresponding to the selection made on the previous screen. The
number of matching people can be high because all persons in HR are considered - not just those
having the STAFF or USER status.
• The selection – by clicking on the chosen line with the mouse – will either show a page
“EXISTING CCDB USER” (if the user has already some resources in CCDB) or display the
message “Click on ‘Save’ to ENTER INFORMATION in the database, ‘Quit’ to leave “;
on acknowledgment of the message, the page “NEW CCDB USER” will be shown.
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xuserreg (continued)
This is the case of a user already known to CCDB. On this page, the fields in bold characters can
be entered/updated.
• To get a valid shell, a click on the button “Shells” will display a list to choose from.
• The nickname and home page URL can be updated/entered.
• The “Signed Registration Form?” field indicates whether the user has signed (Y) or not (N)
the registration form.
• A list of counter-signers for this group is displayed at the bottom of the page.
• If any change has been done on the page, click on “Save”.
According to what is needed, one of the buttons “Account”, “Email”, “Host” or “Unix” must
be pressed to carry on.
• “Accounts” is for registering accounts on the central services
• “Email” is to give a Physical and/or Generic e-mail address (PEM/GEM).
• “Host” is to enter private Unix workstations in order to access e-mail without having to type
a password (pre-authentication).
• “Unix” displays a list of the user’s Unix names and allows him to reserve names even if he
has no account on a central service.
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xuserreg (continued)
This screen is similar to the previous one but the user is, as yet, unknown to CCDB (his identifier
CCID is undefined).
• The button “Save” must be pressed to enter the new user in CCDB. This causes the message
“The new user has been entered. Choose one of the actions to continue” to be displayed
and the registrar may proceed.




The screen above is displayed when the registrar decides to register himself for the Web version
and clicks on the button “WEB Reg.” displayed on the first pages.
• The username(loginid) displayed is the one used by the group administrator to enter
xuserreg;
• He has to type in a password twice and click on “Save”.When done, an acknowledgment
message is displayed: “You can now access the CCDB applications with the Web”.
From then on, the administrator can use either interface.
Note: the button “WEB Reg.” will not be displayed any longer.
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xuserreg (continued)
Once registered for the Web, the group administrator can use the URL http://userreg from
Netscape (version 4.5 or later) or Internet Explorer (version 5 or later) to access userreg.as shown
in the picture above.
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xuserreg (continued)
After a while, a login window is displayed and the group administrator can logon or change his
password.
If he logs on, the screen shown at the beginning of this appendix will appear and he will be able
to proceed as detailed in the previous pages.
Note: this password is not synchronised with the AFS password.
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xuserreg (continued)
Scenario: the registrar wants to give some account(s) to a CCDB user who has already got
resources.
• He has clicked on the button “Account” . A list of existing accounts is displayed with the
date when they were registered (Reg.date), last accessed (Last Logon) and their
corresponding computer group code and user_code.
The line at the bottom will display all the fields pertaining to the new account to be granted: none
of these fields are enterable. They will be filled in by selections from pop-up windows.
• The administrator clicks on “ > “ and a list of Family Services from which to choose is
displayed.
Note: the list will only show the family services allowed for the given computer group_code (the
one entered on the first page)
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xuserreg (continued)
• A Family Service is an ensemble of services which have the same account registration
information. By clicking on the line ‘CORE’, the administrator gets a second list to choose
from, while the name CORE appears in the field ‘Family Service’ on the line ‘NEW
ACCOUNT’.
• On the right most screen, obtained after selecting ‘CORE’ on the ‘Family Services’ page, the
administrator selects the actual service on which an account is needed. He selects
‘SLAP_WGS’. See the result next page.
Note: At present, only CORE contains distinct services: if any other family service had been
selected, both ‘Family Service’ and ‘Service’ would have been filled in with the selected name
(eg. AFS , AFS).
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xuserreg (continued)
All fields have been filled in:
• The Family service is ‘CORE’
• the service is now ‘SLAP_WGS’,
• the suggested login_id ‘GENNY’
• the User_code (used for TAPES) is ‘GFE’.
• The administrator can either “Save” or select/create another name for the login_id by
clicking on the button “Unix”. See next page.
Note: GENNY (userid) and GFE (user_code) have both been provided automatically from the
list of existing accounts for the user in question.
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xuserreg (continued)
• Clicking on the button “Unix” - either from the Account registration page or from the CCDB
User page - will display the screen above.
• For an existing user, a list of his/her existing Unix_names is displayed on the left of the
screen.
• On the bottom right, a field is available to enter a new Unix_name (mandatory for a new user
with no resources).
In our case, we want the SLAP_WGS account to have the login_id ‘GENNY2’ instead of
‘GENNY’ as suggested by the program:
• The group administrator clicks on the corresponding line on the screen and this gets him
back to the generic account registration page where the login_id is now ‘GENNY2’.
• Clicking on “Save” will then display the account page specific to CORE.
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xuserreg (continued)
On the left of the screen, a summary of the information entered so far, pertaining to the user and
his/her new account. (note that the Login_id is now GENNY2).
• A password might be displayed if the user has no AFS account: it is provided by the
interface and should be changed on first login. Here the AFS password is taken.
• A tape access might be requested or – for some groups/services – automatically granted.
Here the user already has a TAPES account.
• A shell is suggested, based on the user’s choice (see CCDB user page earlier on) or the
group’s definition or the service’s. There is the possibility of selecting yet another one by
clicking on the “ Shells “ button.
• A comment line can also be filled in.
• Clicking on “ Save “ will send the request for the account to the database.
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xuserreg (continued)
After registering the new account, the administrator can check the result of his work on the
generic account registration page that is automatically displayed. Above is displayed the
SLAP_WGS account with login_id GENNY2.
• Clicking on “ > ” will initiate the registration of other accounts
• Clicking on “ < “ will return to the CCDB User page
• Clicking on “ Quit “ will return to the first page of userreg.
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xuserreg (continued)
Scenario: the registrar wants to give some account(s) with the group_code XX to a CCDB user
who has got no resources and has not signed the registration form.
• He clicks on “Account” on the user page and is presented with the generic page for accounts.
• On the pop-up for Family Services, the administrator selects CORE
• On the pop-up for Services, he chooses PLUS. At some stage a warning message is displayed
“No account will be issued BEFORE the user signs his/her registration form” (the
message must be acknowledged).
• A second message is then issued:
“You must ABSOLUTELY get a free Unix name as a login_id. Click on ‘Unix’ “




• The registrar has clicked on “Unix” on the page before and the Unix page is shown with –
whenever possible – a name suggested under ‘Unix Name’. If no name is suggested, one has
to be filled in.
• Clicking on “Save” will accept the Unix Name and assign a UID.
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xuserreg (continued)
• After having left the Unix page, the administrator has to click on “Save” on the generic
account page to accept the information entered so far (in the example CORE, PLUS,
JFERRAN and a user_code which has been automatically assigned).
On the account page specific to CORE, we see some differences from the one we saw before:
• The text ‘You are now getting tape access’ indicates that, for this group code, tape access is
automatically granted.
• An AFS password is randomly generated.
And a whole series of accounts are automatically created without the administrator having to do
anything except click on OK when a message appears.
• One always gets for a new user:
• An AFS account with the message “An AFS account has been created”
• A MAILSERV account with “An account has been created on the Mail Server”
• The account specifically requested (here a PLUS account).
• For group_code XX
• there is a cascade (see Group cascades) requesting a DCE account to be created: the
message “An extra account with the same password has been created in DCE” is
displayed.
• And the group requests tape access, so the message “You have access to the TAPES
service” informs the administrator that a TAPES account will be created.
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xuserreg (continued)
After the Group administrator has clicked on the “Save” button on the CORE page, he is put
back on the generic account page and can see that five accounts will be created.
Now, he clicks on “Quit” and the following message is displayed:
“Please, ENTER a PEM (or MODIFY if one is suggested) then ‘Save’ it “.When the message
is acknowledged, the e-mail screen is displayed already filled in.
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xuserreg (continued)
• The MAILSERV account has been automatically picked up and used to fill in the PEM
address.
• The preferred name and the family name are used to suggest a unique Generic e-mail address
(GEM).
The administrator just needs to click on “Save” and the registration is finished for this user.
Note: if a unique GEM cannot be found by the program, the fields in bold characters (‘Firstname
or Initials’ and ‘Lastname’) have to be filled in by the group administrator.
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xuserreg (continued)
Scenario: The administrator has clicked on the “ Email “ button on the ‘CCDB User’ page. He
may now enter/update the fields in bold characters.
• The PEM address represents the real address where the electronic mail will be sent.
If the domain contains ‘cern.ch’ – like bloggs@xyz.cern.ch - then:
• A unix_name ‘bloggs’ must exist in CCDB
• A machine/workstation of host name xyzmust exist in LANDB.
Most people at CERN have a MAILSERV account (today ~10000 ). When this account is
created, a new user will be assigned by default the corresponding e-mail address.
In the example above, two of the accounts of the user are eligible for receiving mails: by clicking
on the MAILSERV line – bottom right of the page – the Physical e-mail address (PEM) will
automatically be filled in.
• The GEM address is an alias; this is the recommended ‘business’ e-mail address as it will not
change even when the PEM behind is modified. The GEM is generated for the user whenever
possible- although it is still modifiable. It is of the form nickname.lastname@cern.ch.
• The combination nickname.lastname is unique
• The part lastname must be the last name of the user or part of it (eg. Bloggs-Smith
can use only Bloggs)
• The nickname can be the first name (as in the example ) or one (several) initial(s)




Scenario: The registrar specifies the Unix private workstations where - if logged on with his/her
MAILSERV account login_id - the user wants to read his/her electronic mail without a password
(pre-authentication).
• The host name must be entered
• The login_id is entered: it must be the same as in the MAILSERV account.
• Clicking on “ Save “ will store the data entered.
Notes:
• The user must have login_id@mail.cern.ch as his PEM.
• It is not necessary to make entries for the central services (for example, the user of
the example can read his/her mail from any of his/her GENNY accounts without
having to type in a password).
• Any host name typed in must exist in the LANDB database.
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B xspaceadm
xspaceadm, available on all central PLUS and WORKGROUP services, allows the space /group
administrator to change the space quota for the MAILSERV and AFS accounts of his/her users.
• Enter the service concerned - AFS or MAILSERV - and click on “ > “.
Note: All group administrators are also space administrators for the same group(s)
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xspaceadm (continued)
The second page – here for AFS – shows the group data and the accounts for the users in this
group;
• Enter (one of) the group_code(s) and hit <Return>: the group_uid, the resources available
for the group (top right hand corner) and the list of the users in this group, their AFS quota,
the amount of space used, the date of last access are displayed.
• To modify the AFS quota of a user, position the mouse on the correct line, type in the new
value then click on “ Save “: The AFS quota of the user and the Total allocated space of the
group will be updated.
• If there are a lot of users in the group, it might be faster to click on “ Select” – which blanks
out the list of users – and then to enter either the last name or the login_id of the owner (in the
appropriate field) and finally to click on “ Retrieve “.
• If the administrator wants another of his/her groups to be displayed,(s)he clicks on “ < “ to go
back to the top line and enters the new group code, followed by <Return>.
• To go back to the front page, click on “ << “.




The MAILSERV page is very similar to the AFS page seen the page before. The same operations
can be performed and similar restrictions apply.
General note on xspaceadm:
• The “ Web.Reg “ button is displayed on the first page until the administrator registers
him(her)self (see earlier under xuserreg).
• As soon as the registration is performed – either from xuserreg or from xspaceadm -, the
group/space administrator can use Netscape (version 4.5 at least) or Internet Explorer
(version 5 and above) to administer his/her space quotas. The URL is http://spaceadm
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C xsquser
• Select the user or pass directly to other pages as indicated by the buttons
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xsquser (continued)
• If a user name is entered above and > is clicked, a choice may be made from a list of users
satisfying the query with the input data provided.
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xsquser (continued)
• Email address modifications – PEM and GEM
• Marked the user as having signed his/her registration form
• Change the Super-Computer restrictions (blue box)
• Reset shells
• View users personal info
• Pass to other pages as required by clicking on the relevant button.
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xsquser (continued)
• View service provider information
• Change room/phone numbers
• Change PEM/GEM information
• Delete a service provider
• Change the xwho visibility flags
63
xsquser (continued)




• Change group code
• Change primary flag
• Transfer account to another user
• Change disk space quotas of AFS and MAILSERV accounts
• Give 50MB more space for NICE (Novell) accounts
• Optionally one can make purely CCDB internal changes and not send the action message
(enter N for Send Message ?)
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xsquser (continued)
• When unix_name not used for an account, change ownership
• When not used for an account delete entry
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xsquser (continued)
• Enter/delete hosts for MAILSERV (mail reading) pre-authentication
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xsquser (continued)
• View account change requests
67
xsquser (continued)
• View previously deleted accounts. These are kept for two years after deletion
68
D xsqgroup
• View existing computer group
• Change
• AFS/MAILSERV group disk quota
• Name of responsible
• Group affiliation
• Novell (NICE) workgroup
• Delete a group that has no accounts
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Add/delete services for which a group may have accounts
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Modify (by add/delete) service for a group Cascade
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Modify list of counter-signers for a group
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Modify list of group administrators (registrars) for a group
• Administrators may exist for
• Specific services
• All services that a group may use
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Modify (add/delete) list of group’s space administrators (the administrator’s userid is needed)
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Inspect (only) number of accounts/service for a group
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Inspect (only) disk space use for MAILSERV/AFS
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xsqgroup (continued)
• Inspect messages sent for change of space administrators
77
E xsqserv






• Modify CPU budgets for a group – normally as agreed by Cocotime.
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xsqbudget (continued)
• Inspect (only) CPU use of a group per quarter
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xsqbudget (continued)
• Inspect (only) CPU use of a group per year
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xsqbudget (continued)
• Inspect (only) CPU use for a group per week
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G xuserinfo
Any user who accesses xuserinfo from one of the central PLUS systems is presented with a
screen like the one above. This is a summary of his/her data as recorded inHR and CCDB.
• Only the fields in green can be modified
• If any other information is erroneous, the user can get it corrected by the secretariat of his/her
division or experiment.
The buttons at the bottom allow the navigation to the other pages of the application.
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xuserinfo (continued)
• The GEM can be modified but one is strongly advised not to do.
• The PEM can be changed
• If the domain is cern.ch, the host will be checked in LANDB. If the host is one of the
central services, the userid will be checked too. (in the example, an account with userid
genny must exist on MAILSERV)
• If the domain is NOT cern.ch, then only syntactical checks are made (eg. make sure that
there is an ‘@’ in the address).
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xuserinfo (continued)
Nothing can be changed on this page; it just displays data related to the user’s accounts.
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xuserinfo (continued)
There, the user may enter/update/delete hosts if his/her e-mail address is on the mail server. In the
example above, the user MUST have as a PEM, genny@mail.cern.ch in order to be able to read
mail from the machine sundb04 with the userid genny without having to give a password..
Note: Any other account of this user – with login_id genny - on the main services will offer
automatically the same facility. There is no need to register anything here.
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xuserinfo (continued)
On the left, a list of the computer group_codes for which the user has accounts. To get a list of
Group administrators, click on the corresponding group_code.
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xuserinfo (continued)
This page is displayed when one clicks on the “News” button.
If there are ‘new’ news, a pop-up appears on the first page to inform the user.
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Appendix B: CCDB table contents
This appendix describes the significant CCDB table contents.
Entity Meaning
ABSTRACT Flag for xwho
ACCID Unique Account Identifier
ACCOUNTS Indicates if a service has accounts or not
AFFIL Group_code Affiliation (Experiment type/Division)
AFS_QUOTA Account AFS space quota in MB
AFS_USED Account AFS used space in MB
ALLOC_CPU1 CPU Allocation Q1
ALLOC_CPU2 CPU Allocation Q2
ALLOC_CPU3 CPU Allocation Q3
ALLOC_CPU4 CPU Allocation Q4
ALLOC_LIM_DATE End Date for current CPU allocation
AT_CERN User is at CERN or not
BEEP_NUM Beep Number
BIRTHDATE Date of birth
BUILD Building or residence at CERN
CCID CCDB Unique User Identifier
CCID_CP CCID of person responsible for a group
CCID_RESP CCID of person responsible for a service provider
CCODE Country Code
CERN_GROUP Cern administrative group
CERN_ID CERN Identification (for users with a contract)
CERN_SECTION Cern administrative section
CHGE_UUU Can change user_code
CONTROL_FLAG Control flag for CCDB interfaces
CONT_PERS Name of head of project for a group_code
COUNTRY Country name
CUR_ALLOC_CPU Current CPU budget allocation
DATE_OF_BIRTH Date of birth
DIVISION Cern division
EMAIL_ACC E-mail address to send account changes to
EMAIL_REG E-mail address to send registration requests to
FAX fax number
FIRST_NAME First name
FLR_OFFICE Floor and Office
GEM Generic E-mail address
GEN_SERVICE Service Family
GG_AFSALLOC Total AFS Space allocated for a group in GB
GG_AFSDEF Default AFS space for a new AFS account (MB)
GG_AFSQUOTA Total AFS Space quota for a group in GB
GG_AFSUSED Total AFS Space used for a group in GB
GROUP_CODE Computer Group_Code
HAS_ACC Flag indicating user has (or not) accounts
HAS_PEM Flag indicating user has (or not) a PEM
HAS_UNIX Flag indicating user has (or not) an entry in Unix_def table
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Entity Meaning
HOME_INSTITUTE Home Institute Name
HOST Computer Host for reading MAIL
INSTITUTE_CODE Institute Code #1
INST_CODE2 Institute Code #2
INT_SCPU Institute Code #3
KIND Type of service (I/B) for possible refresh of Hosts
LANG_FLAG Preferred language flag of User
LAST_ACCESS Date of last use of an account
LAST_NAME Family name
LOC_SC Service Family is controlled by Super Computer restrictions or not
LOC_UUU Service Family requires user_code or not
LOGIN_ID Login_id or userid
MAIL_BOX Snail mail delivery code
MESSCODE Message Code
MESSDATE Date of processing of message action
MESSFLAG Flag indicating if message sent (A) or not (P)
MESSID Unique Identifier for CCDB messages/actions
MESSNO Service Family
MONITOR_CPU Service has (or not) CPU statistics in CCDB
MULTIS_LOG Service family has (or not) more than 1 group_code for a userid
MUST_AFS Service requires AFS account
MUST_TAPES Service requires TAP{ES account
NATIONALITY Nationality Code from HR
NICKNAME Nick name or preferred name
ORGANIZATION Organisation from HR
ORIGIN_CCID Original account owner CCID
PEM Physical e-mail address
PENDING_FLAG Account is pending (Y) or not (N). If user has not signed registration form this
PERSONAL_URL Home page URL
PERSON_ID HR person identifier
PHONE_NUM1 CERN phone number 1
PHONE_NUM2 CERN phone number 2
PHONE_NUM3 CERN phone number 3
PRIMARY Flag indicating account is Primary (P) or Secondary (S)
PROJECT Project description for a group
PROJ_HEAD Head of Project for a group
QUARTER Quarter of year
REPORT Super Computer Country flag - if Y
REQ_CPU1 Group's Q1 CPU request
REQ_CPU2 Group's Q2 CPU request
REQ_CPU3 Group's Q3 CPU request
REQ_CPU4 Group's Q4 CPU request
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Entity Meaning
ROUTING routing method for CCDB messages
SC_CHANGER_CCID
CCID of person who last changed user's Super
Computer restriction
SC_CHGE_DATE Date of change of user's Super Computer Data
SC_MAYBE
Flag indicating if nationality requires special Super
Computer restriction authourization
SC_RESTRICT Account Super Computer restriction
SC_USER_RESTRICT User's Super Computer restriction
SECTOR CERN sector
SERVICE Computer Service
SERVICE_TYPE Service type - distributed or central (D/C)
SEX Sex
SHELL Unix shell
SIGN Flag indicating if user has signed registration form
SPACE_QUOTA Disk space quota
SPACE_USED Disk space quota used
TAGGED_GG User's main computer group
UNIX_GID unix gid
UNIX_NAME Login_id or userid
UNIX_UID unix uid
USER_CODE 3 letter code for TAPE access
YEAR_NUM Year defined as yyyy
